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Samsung digital cameras come in a variety of sizes, shapes and connection types. Most of the
Samsung cameras have their built-in USB connectors, which allow you to download the pictures
easily. Samsung has introduced their latest creation Samsung MV800 model. It is a stylish metal
clamshell camera. Moreover, the screen rotates through 180 degrees for self- portraits. This eye-
catching model gives high-quality images to the users. This innovative model has a movable screen,
mirror fewer cameras and bridges. Samsung MV800 includes a 16-mega pixel CCD sensor, 26mm
wide angle 5x zoom lens and 720p HD video. This has a brushed metal finish on the front side
which gives a pretty look to the camera.

The rear end of the camera has a smooth and seamless panel. Image visibility and viewing angles
are good and wide. Samsung MV800 is quite comfortable for outdoor users. The touch screen
interface is quite similar to a smartphone touch screen interface. You can scroll through menus and
lists with a simple swipe. The menus are displayed with a transparent background effect that gives
an awesome look. However, if you want to change the shooting mode, you have to press the home
button. The home button presents on the bottom right corner of the camera. Samsung Digitel
Cameras has a number of creative functions, including a pose guide, story board maker and
different frames and filters. Furthermore, you will find shooting modes like program, auto and scene
mode that are unusual. Samsung MV800 reviews offer clear idea about this camera.

Samsung MV800 is compatible with microSD cards. Start up and photo saving time is little quicker.
Moreover, the autofocus technology gives a high quality results. The identical feature of this camera
is 16 megapixel CCD sensor and 26-130 lens. The optical stabilization system gives a clear and
consistently sharp shot. Samsung MV800 has a three inch touchscreen display and it flips out. It
allows the photographer to shoot from above, below or flip it all the way. This flip out mobile makes
it simple to get the right shot. This innovative camera shoots the MPEG4 720p high definition video.

Samsung MV800 is one of the first that uses phone style icons on the touch screen. There are
several features included in this camera to make taking shots easy for you. Some of the built-in
features are face-detection, object tracking, optical image stabilization, multi autofocus, SD/SDHC
card support and HDMI output. Samsung stores in India offer many deals to the Customer. You can
check this deal in online.
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